
about conditions there and towards the present search for
a sound basis by both "camps" to approachq in a new spiritq
their"grave divisions .

But if this were not enough to bring forcibly to our
attention theL substance of the Special Representatives's
report, there,is in the opinion of the-Canadian'Dele'gation
reason to believe, or at least to -suspect, that new and
shocking events may have taken place in recent months in
Hungary. I refer here to paragraphs 30 to 31+ of the Special -
Representative's report dealing with the recent.allegations
that have appeared in the press of many parts of the worid
that many young . personp,,had been held . for trial . sifice ï.1956 who
at that time were below .the age 'provided*by Hungârian-crimlnal
law for the applications of severe penalties for'certain
political and kindred .offences . ~I wish to say that my Govern-
ment does not necessarily believe all the rumoursthat have been
circulating for the past several weëNs in Canada and the United
States and that have been widely reported upon'in the press of
many'countries . But I-cannot deny that these reports have
disturbed us greatly and -that the-people of Canada-are-deeply
distressed at the possibility that they may be'true .. ~ . _ . -

I am aware that the'nature of-the evidence-supporting
thèse-allegations of cruel judicial procedüres toward yotiiig
people may not be such as to satisfy objective observet

s desiring the' most severe' test for such evidence."NevertYidless ,
apart from newspaper reportsq thére is thealrea8y'We13-khown
Bulletin No. 9 of the International Commission of Jurists"%which
reports in some detail'on trials,held in camera on confessions
obtained from young accused persons and`on a number of executions .
This bulletin which is to be found as,an appendix to .a,recent
issue of . the Journal of the International Comniission of . .Jurists,
cannot be dismissed easily . Too many responsible jurists,
including many Canadians are members of this organization fo r
the seriousness of its,elforts or the objectivity of its .con-
clusions to be doubted ;

Surely what is needed here are not denials but some
gesture that would help dissipate this cloud of angry suspicion
that now has begun again to cover the relations of Hungary and
many member states . My Delegation desires only to tee tha t
the minds of decent people everywhere can somehow or other be
satisfied•that .charges of this nature that have been made and
referred to in the Special Representativels report-Are baseless'
and that the Government of Hungary in the proper exercise of
its own political powers, is behavIng no differently than might
be'expected of any other state faced with normal questions of
the maintenance of public order .


